
HORSE PROFILES FOR THE NATIONAL HUNT 2017/18 

UPDATE 2 

REVIEW -  17th October to 23rd October 

17th October - Worcester 

SONG SAA - the horse travelled really well into this race and looked as though he was going to 
outclass this field, however I feel that he did not let himself down on this faster ground and he 
finished 2nd a long way behind the winner. There will be other opportunities or this horse when 
the ground becomes softer.


When racing on good ground: 0732.  When racing in fields of 8 runners+: 2237P25013. When 
racing 31 days or more: P32325.  When racing on a LH track: 1 win from 8 runs


TWENTY EIGHT GUNS - the horse struggled on this fast ground and usually needs his first run 
back. The horse is better suited to soft and heavy ground.


When racing on good or GTS ground: 64273P394. When racing 121 days or more after last race: 
943P


18th October - Wetherby 

STRAIDNAHANNA - never ran over this short a trip before and this was very much a pipe 
opener (as led) as will be aimed at staying races again this season.

2m7.5f or less - 64423304342

121 days+: 2248


SMOOTH STEPPER - running in a hurdle race here as a pipe opener but did follow profile.

10k + races: 0 wins from12 runs

121 days+: 32953

October: 325

Good ground: 72P5


NO PLANNING - like Smooth Stepper running over hurdles as yard likely to be protecting chase 
mark. Very much a pipe opener and looking forward to see where they enter the horse next.  Not 
much to report from a profiling point of view.


19th October - Carlisle 

SILVER TASSIE -  his rating needs to drop as when racing off a mark of 131+ record now reads 
0 wins from 14 starts.  He plugged on here after getting outpaced and I would need to see more 
before investing in him.


CARRIGDHOUN - looked to have a chance at the bottom of the hill before getting outpaced he 
did plug on after the last to finish a creditable 4th. Record on soft or heavy now reads 0 wins from 
16 starts.  There will be easy races for this veteran at this track as the season progresses.


BALLYBEN - this was a very poor and not sure why that was as there was so much in his favour.  
The Perth race he won was a poor 4 runner event and maybe he is a little high in the weights as 
when racing off a rating of 121+ he has a record of 1 win from 8 starts.


I JUST KNOW - led as predicted and jumped for fun.  Headed 3 out he did rally but was beaten 
7 lengths in the end. May well come on for this run, as usual for this stable and is of interest next 



time out.  All wins have come on LH tracks although a record of 23 when racing right handed is 
not a deal breaker.


20th October Fakenham 

ACTINPIECES - I feel that I put too much emphasis on the ground and really it would seem that 
class and field size are far more important.  I did feel that this year would be a learning curve and 
it is already proving to be. In fields of 7 runners or less when racing in class 3 and below record 
reads: 111U1211.


20th October Wincanton 

DANCE FLOOR KING - does like to lead and as there were other front runners/pace horses in 
the field that proved too difficult.  There will be easier opportunities as the season progresses. His 
record when racing 121 to 365 days after last race now reads: 78.


21st October Ffos Las 

CODY WYOMING - ran well for a long way and kept on under pressure to finish 2nd behind a 
suprise 33/1 winner.  He has yet to win on a galloping track and I would like to see him race again 
at the likes of Stratford, Catterick or Taunton.  His record when racing on GTS or soft/8 runners or 
less/Class 4/117 rating or less now reads: 112112.


SIRE DE GRUGY - this was a decent pipe opener for the horse back over hurdles especially as 
this was a LH track (6 wins from 19 starts) whilst on a RH track (11 wins from 21 starts).  If 
returned to the track within 15 days he would be of particular interest (11111112)


21st October Stratford 

WALK IN THE MILL - tracked leaders but weakened 2 out. The horse may prefer a RH track 
and softer ground. LH: 0 wins from 7 starts, GTS ground: 275, 131+ rating: 975.


ROMAIN DE SENAM - rallied to win here and this was far more workmanlike than last week 
and maybe the ground did not suit as much.  The race did cut up a little and there was not an 
awful lot to beat, interesting to see what they do with this horse now especially as struggled when 
rating upped above 140 (55)


22nd October Kempton 

BACK BY MIDNIGHT - raced keenly and found himself in a bit of a battle with Pearl Legend up 
front, this may have led him to expend to much energy in fighting his way to the front and 
although he battled all the way up the straight he was beaten quite a long way in 4th.  This run 
should have done him good and there will be other races where he can gain an easy lead.


PRESENT MAN - won this novice hurdle in workmanlike fashion and fascinating to see where 
the stable take him next as he does seem better on GTS and faster ground.  He enhanced his 
small field record (1 to 7 runners) to 5 wins from 8 starts.




NEW ADDITIONS 

BLACK NARCISSUS 8-y-o b f (Mrs Alex Dunn) 

Running Style - usually held up 

Comments - really well suited to tracks with undulations when racing on GTS and softer ground 

Going - all wins have come on GTS and softer ground (Good: 8P)


Class - all wins have come in Class 4 and below (Class 3+: 2P)


Field Size - all wins have come in fields of 1 to 15 runners (16 runners+: 00)


Days since last run - goes well after a recent run. 1 to 30 days: 7100310111FP. 31 days+: 
P523338.


Track - prefers a track that is undulating or very undulating: 5 wins from 9 starts whilst on flat or 
slightly undulating tracks record reads: 0 wins from 11 starts. May prefer a track that is slightly 
galloping/average/tight: 4 wins from 11 starts, whilst on a galloping track: 1 win from 9 starts.

All 3 wins over fences have come on tracks with easy/average fences.


O O SEVEN 7-y-o b m (N J Henderson) 

Running Style - usually held up 

Comments - struggles when upped in grade and does seem to prefer some cut in the ground 

Going - prefers some cut in the ground. GTS and softer: 12115211 whilst on good ground: 08134


Class - struggles when upped into graded company: 0282534 whilst in Class 2 and below: 
1111112.

Field Size - seems to prefer small field. 1 to 11 runners: 6 wins from 10 starts (1 to 7 runners: 5 
wins from 7 starts)


Track - may prefer a RH track (5 wins from 8 starts). LH track (1 win from 6 starts). Prefers a flat 
(11114) or slightly undulating track (123) whilst on a undulating or very undulating track: 220815. 
Has won 5 from 6 starts on tracks that are average or tight.


WUFF 9-y-o b m (T R George) 

Running Style - usually held up 

Comments - the horse does seem to prefer soft ground and is best after a recent run 

Going - needs cut in the ground.  GTY and faster: 05525. Soft and Heavy ground: 3 wins from 9 
starts.


Class - all wins have in Class 3 and below


Days since last run - prefers a recent run. 16 to 30 days: 3 wins from7 starts. 31 days+: 2023526


Track - struggles on tracks with stiff or very stiff fences (0 wins from7 starts)




VIC DE TOURZAINE 8-y-o grey m (Miss V Williams) 

Running Style - usually held up 

Comments - (ran on the 19th October Carlisle).  Showed he stays here with a narrow win.  He 
jumped well and this was the yards first winner of the season so there may be even more to come 
from him. 

Going - well suited to soft and heavy ground: 31212U21


Class - all wins have come in Class 3 and below: 3U1122 however has run well in Class 2 and 
above: 22U


Track - the horse may just prefer tracks that are undulating/very undulating: 21U1 whilst record on 
tracks with slight undulations reads: 32U22


PALM GREY 9-y-o grey m (Mrs S J Smith) 

Running Style - likes to lead 

Comments - had little chance in the race at Carlisle 19th October as was never going to be able to 
dominate (not with his stablemate in the field) and once again, like so many from this stable this 
season, that this was a sighter for the future. 

Class - all wins have come in Class 3 (-10k) and below


Field Size - all wins have come in fields of 1 to 11 runners (12+: 4290)


Days since last run - in chase races prefers a recent run (16 to 30 days: 311U1) whilst all other 
rest periods: 244P8.


Going - may just prefer good ground in chase run but it is not essential.  Good: 11, GTS: PU4, 
Soft: 32147


Jockey: Danny Cook: 5 wins from 12 rides.


Track - all wins have come on tracks with undulations (flat tracks: 54)


CAPITAINE 5-y-o grey m (PF Nicholls) 

Running Style - can lead or track leaders 

Comments - after jumping out to the right last time the stable sensible raced him on a RH track (M 
Rasen 21st October).  He won this race unchallenged and my be upped in class for his next run.


Going - GTS and faster: 14111211, Soft or heavy: P22


Days since last run - all wins have come when racing 16 days or more after last race: 12141111


Track - may prefer a RH track (5 wins from 8 runs) whilst on a LH track: 321. Does like Wincanton: 
111.  On a galloping track he has won 4 from 5 starts.




WORKBENCH 9-y-o b m (D Skelton) 

Running Style - usually held up 

Comments - this was a decent run (22nd October Kempton) on his favoured ground and I am sure 
there will be small field races for him to win again this season 

Going - does prefer top of the ground - good ground: 7 wins from 26 starts.  GTS and softer: 0 
wins from 19 starts.


Field Size - does prefer small fields (1 to 7 runners: 7 wins from 23 starts), 8 runners+: 0 wins from 
25 starts.


Distance - all wins have come at 2m4.5f or less.


Track - may prefer Fig 8/RH track: 6 wins from 23 starts, whilst on a LH track record reads: 1 win 
from 23 starts.  Prefers an average track: 6 wins from 15 starts. On a galloping or tight track: 1 win 
from 32 starts.



